Download Kids Travel Journal My Trip To Bruges
BRUGES WITH KIDS We booked our trip with SuperBreak. They offer a combined package of the Eurostar
train and hotel in Bruges. I am always in favour of making travel as easy as possible with Esmé, hence I will
exhaust all avenues of using the Eurostar from London to European cities.
Bruges is a city that has been on my Dream Weekend Away list for years. I’ve been lucky enough to visit Ghent
and Ostend in Belgium and I loved them both but Bruges had slipped through my fingers a couple of times.
Here’s what I got up to during my weekend trip to Bruges. We flew out of ...
Travel journals make excellent family mementos. Get your kids started with these writing prompts and travel
journal printables. Keeping a travel journal is not just a great way to remember the details of your trip, but it
also captures those precious memories that may later be swept away in the fog ...
An environment of Bruges is very welcoming to toddlers and Children. It’s an old city and streets are not buggy
friendly, unfortunately. The entire city is by walk or by boat which is why it is very tough to scroll a
buggy/Pram with us. Else this place has a bunch of offers for children to have fun.
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Cut the cardboard into two A5 sheets to make the journal front and back cover BUT add 1 cm to the width (so
that the cover will be slightly wider than the pages within). Glue pieces of scrap book paper to the both sides of
the front and back cover.
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